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Abstract
The increasing capabilities of today's 3D graphics
hardware raise the question how visualization soft-
ware can take actually advantage of these develop-
ments. In this paper, an approach for integrating mul-
tiresolution representations of terrain geometry and
terrain texture is presented which provides high im-
age quality and high rendering speed focussing on PC
graphics hardware. A terrain is modeled by a regular
grid which can be partially refined by local TINs in
order to represent morphologically complex terrain
parts. The multiresolution model for texture data of a
terrain and the multiresolution model for its geometry
data are closely related: The rendering algorithm
selects geometry terrain patches based on a criterion
which takes into account geometry and texture ap-
proximation errors. Multiple texture hierarchies,
which may represent different thematic information
layers, can be bound to a terrain model and rendered
using multitexturing. For example, the terrain shading
can be provided by a pre-calculated shading texture
which permits the implementation of different shad-
ing schemes and improves visual quality compared to
a geometry-based shading.

Introduction 

The increasing capabilities of today's 3D graphics
hardware raise the question how visualization soft-
ware, for example terrain visualization systems, can
actually take advantage of these developments in
order to provide higher image quality and rendering
speed. Texture memory and texture paging band
width are increasing, and multitexturing gets avail-
able even on low-cost hardware.
In this paper, an approach for integrating multiresolu-
tion representations of terrain geometry and terrain
texture is presented. It provides high image quality
and high rendering speed based on a new data struc-
ture and texture-based rendering. The data structure
represents terrain models; they play a central role in
many kinds of virtual environments as fundamental
tools to present and communicate spatial information.
Various hierarchical data structures have been devel-
oped or applied for representing terrains, e.g., hierar-
chical TINs (DeFloriani et al., 1998), R-trees (Kofler
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et al., 1998), restricted quadtree triangulations (Pa-
jarola, 1998), and progressive meshes (Hoppe, 1998).
Each multiresolution modeling scheme supports a
specific type of input data such as arbitrarily distrib-
uted data points for triangulated irregular networks
(TINs) or regularly distributed data points for grids.
In general, real-world terrain data sets are composed
of data of different types. For example, a cartographic
terrain model can include grid data describing the
digital elevation model (DEM) and additional TINs
describing structures at a finer resolution such as
topographically complex or interesting terrain parts
(e.g., streets as illustrated in Figure 1).
Another important category of terrain data are texture
data. Frequently, textures are used to visualize the-
matic information such as temperature values or land
use information. For real-world terrain models, large,
high-resolution textures need to be processed which
do not fit into graphics texture memory or even into
main memory. Therefore, multiresolution modeling is
necessary for texture data as well.
Since geometry data and texture data are tightly cou-
pled, we can expect that they are best handled by an
integrated multiresolution model.

Related Work
A large number of multiresolution modeling tech-
niques for arbitrary polygonal meshes and, in par-
ticular, for digital terrains have been developed in the
past. Hierarchical triangulations based on TINs have
been applied to generate multiresolution models
which can be used by level of detail algorithms (De
Floriani et al., 1998; Xia et al., 1997). Regular grids
have been used for multiresolution modeling (Falby
et al., 1993) and for real-time, continuous LOD ren-
dering (Duchaineau et al., 1997; Lindstrom et al.,
1997; Pajarola, 1998; Hoppe, 1998). Chen (1999)
discussed a method for combining LOD techniques
with image-based modeling and rendering techniques
to take advantage of the frame-to-frame coherence in
screen-space.
As a common characteristic, each LOD technique
operates either on grids or TINs, i.e., they do not
permit the integration of geometry data of different
topological type into one multiresolution model. In
our approach a hybrid terrain model is used because
this allows for combining different data sources (e.g.,
Douglas, 1986; Fowler and Little, 1979) and to
maintain the original semantics without having to
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standardize or convert data into a uniform representa-
tion.
Most LOD techniques concentrate on an efficient
internal geometric representation in order to achieve a
high rendering performance. However, in many ap-
plications the visual quality with respect to topo-
graphic terrain features or thematic terrain data is as
important as rendering performance. Recent devel-
opments (e.g., Hoppe, 1999; Xia, 1997) take into
account the visual quality by considering surface
normals, but do not provide an explicit control of the
terrain shading as proposed in this paper.
Furthermore, most LOD techniques are limited with
respect to the management of large-scale texture data:
no analogous LOD mechanism is provided for ter-
rain-related texture data. Lindstrom (1995) proposed
a method which handles a single large-scale texture
related to a LOD terrain geometry. However, an effi-
cient treatment of multiple textures, which are applied
to a single terrain using different techniques such as
multitexturing, is required for the interactive explora-
tion and manipulation of that data (e.g., terrain visu-
alization used for landscape analysis and planing).

Hybrid Terrain Models
In many applications, digital elevation models are
represented by regular grids. While their memory
requirements and implementation complexity are low,
they do not approximate well terrain details. TIN-
based approaches are adaptive to those details, but
involve high memory requirements and preprocessing
overhead. Handling the details as precisely as possi-
ble is important because we perceive a terrain model
basically by the terrain shading and terrain silhouette,
and both depend on geometric details.

Characteristics of Hybrid Terrain Models

We constitute a hybrid terrain model by a regular
grid, called the reference grid, and a collection of
TINs which are associated to grid cells and refine the
terrain representation within the cell domain (see
Figure 1). For such refined grid cells, the following
properties must hold:
� The domain of the TIN is equal to the domain of

the grid cell.
� The height values at the corners of the grid cell

are equal to the height values of the correspond-
ing TIN vertices at the corners.

� If the TIN has a vertex at the border of the grid
cell (except the corners), than the neighbor grid
cell must have a TIN and that TIN must have a
vertex with the same height at that position, too.

These properties ensure that TINs refining a grid cell
adapt themselves continuously to the terrain repre-
sented by neighbor cells and neighbor TINs.
Grid cells are refined where a complex morphology
has to be represented, for example, in the case of

riverbeds, streets, or ridges (Buziek and Kruse, 1992).
This hybrid terrain model, roughly speaking, com-
bines the advantages of both grids and TINs: it leads
to a memory-efficient and morphologically precise
terrain representation. To generate hybrid terrain
models, high-resolution regular grids can be preproc-
essed by analyzing their morphology and constructing
microstructures.
In our experience, about 15% of the reference grid
cells of real-world terrain data sets exhibit morpho-
logically complex parts. Compared to a pure TIN
representation, the remaining 85% of the terrain do-
main can be represented by grids without loss of
visual quality.

Generic Multiresolution Data Structure

This section defines a multiresolution model for geo-
metric data, the approximation tree, which is generic
with respect to the type of terrain data as required by
hybrid terrain models. Let },,{ 1 nppP �=  be a set of
data points in the xy-plane. Let mina  and maxa  be the
extremal points of the axis-parallel bounding box of
P. Let ),( GhPG =  be a terrain model defined by the
set of points P and an elevation function Gh . The
domain of G is defined as:

)}()(),()(|),{(:)( maxminmaxmin
2 ayyayaxxaxyxGD ≤≤≤≤ℜ∈=

The elevation function ℜ→)(: GDhG  calculates
elevation values for points of D(G) by interpolating
the values for data points of P.
An approximation tree )(, GA ds  for a terrain model G
is represented by a tree; its nodes are called geometry
patches. Each geometry patch N represents a rectan-
gular region )()( GDND ⊆  and approximates the
terrain surface in that region by an approximating
terrain surface ),(

NGNN hPG = . The set NP  consists
of at most s data points: sPN ≤ . Furthermore, the
four corner points of D(N) must be contained in NP .
The way the node calculates the data points NP  de-
pends on the approximation strategy adopted by the
node. For example, a grid-based node will select
evenly spaced points from a grid data set, whereas a
TIN-based node will select points from an arbitrary
data set based on an error criterion.

Figure 1: Part of a hybrid terrain model.



The geometric approximation error Nε of a geometry
patch N is defined by the maximal vertical distance
between the terrain models NG  and G:

)()(max:
)(

phph GGNDpN N
−=

∈
ε .

Each terrain patch N can have at most d child nodes.
The child nodes are constructed as follows: If the
geometric approximation error Nε  exceeds a certain
threshold 0≥ε , the domain D(N) is subdivided into a
set of at most d rectangular and disjoint subdomains

)( iND  such that

� )()( NDND i = .

For each subdomain )( iND , a child node iN  of N is
constructed which approximates the terrain surface in
that subdomain. The domain of the root node of the
approximation tree )(, GA ds  is D(G) covering the
whole domain of the terrain G. The definitions so far
generalize several hierarchical terrain representations,
for example, quad trees and two-dimensional binary
trees.

Approximation Strategies

Grid-based and TIN-based geometry patches require
different approximation strategies. The concrete strat-
egy is part of a node’s behavior, i.e., the node class
defines the algorithm for subdividing the terrain do-
main and the strategy for selecting appropriate data
points. For hybrid terrain models, the following
strategies have been implemented:
� Grid approximation: This strategy is based on

selecting points of a regular grid by specifying
the equidistant rows and columns the node actu-
ally uses. The reference grid is stored only once
because it can be multiply referenced by nodes.

� TIN approximation: This strategy inserts those
points into an initially empty TIN, which cause
the largest approximation errors. The insertion
process is stopped if the approximation error be-
comes zero or if the TIN reaches the maximum
number s of points (e.g. van Kreveld, 1997).

Both strategies are static: they represent a geometry
patch at one concrete level of detail. It would be pos-
sible to use dynamic approximation strategies such as
the restricted quadtree triangulations (Pajarola, 1998)
or the progressive meshes (Hoppe, 1998) within the
same approximation tree by implementing specialized
node classes.

Multiresolution Models for Textures
Multiresolution modeling for texture data in the con-
text of multiresolution terrain models is motivated by
the following observations:
� Visualization applications are likely to have

texture data up to several hundreds of megabyte,
which is, for example, typical in Cartography.

However, graphics hardware will always impose
constraints on the size of textures. Common
OpenGL hardware, for example, limits the tex-
ture size by 2048x2048 pixels and requires a
texture size of a power of 2.

� An explicit modeling of texture pyramids intro-
duces more freedom in the selection and calcula-
tion of levels of detail. For each level the textures
can be calculated with different aspects to permit
anisotrophic texturing. In addition, textures can
be computed on demand.

� The selection of a level-of-detail texture can be
correlated with the geometric approximation er-
ror, i.e., together with a texture approximation er-
ror we can define a criterion for the visual quality
of terrain visualization.

Multiresolution Data Structure for Terrain Textures

Let T be a geo-referenced 2D texture used for a ter-
rain model G. The texture pyramid T

�

 of a terrain
texture T consists of a sequence of textures iT  with
decreasing resolution. Conceptually, each texture is
created by scaling down the predecessor texture by a
factor of ½. The first texture of the sequence is the
original terrain texture, the last texture fulfills the
constraints imposed by the rendering system and
graphics hardware. All textures in a texture pyramid
have the same domain as the original texture.
In analogy to the approximation tree for geometric
data, we can now define a similar tree for multireso-
lution textures, the approximation tree for terrain
textures ),(, TGA ds . A tree ),(, TGA ds  consists of
nodes M, called texture patches. A texture patch has
the following properties:
� A texture patch M is associated with exactly one

geometry patch )(, GAN dsM ∈ .
� The domain of M covers the domain of MN :

)()( MNDMD ⊇ .
� M references a part MS  of an image of the tex-

ture pyramid T
�

, whereby MS  is the image part
with the highest resolution in T

�

which com-
pletely covers the domain )( MND  and fulfills
the constraints of the rendering system.

� If MS  is not an image part of the first texture in
the texture pyramid T

�

 (i.e., it is not part of the
original terrain texture T) and the geometry patch

MN  has child nodes, than the texture patch M
has child nodes, too.

� If the texture patch M has child nodes, than the
number of child nodes and their corresponding
domains are equal to the child nodes and their
domains in the associated geometry patch MN .

The domain of a texture patch M covers at least the
domain of its associated geometry patch MN . This
restriction has been imposed because texture switches
(like all other context changes) are costly. The texture



resolution of M is considered optimal for the geome-
try patch MN . The geometry patch can also be ren-
dered with any parent texture patch MV of the texture
patch M because its domain covers the domain of M,
too. In such a case, the texture resolution is probably
non-optimal for the geometry patch. But if the ge-
ometry patch is far away from the viewer this reduc-
tion of resolution is not visible and can speed up ren-
dering since less texture data have to be processed
from the rendering system. We take care of this im-
provement by calculating the visual texture error Mγ
in the algorithm presented in next section.
The texture hierarchy and graphics implementation
requires rectangular textures. For that reason, rectan-
gular domains for geometry patches have been cho-
sen.

Efficient Handling of Texture Data

In general, it is unlikely for real-world data sets that
texture data fits into main memory (e.g., cartographic
high-resolution textures). We need to handle such
large texture data efficiently. The following mecha-
nisms are deployed:
� File-memory mapping, which refers to the ability

of operating systems to blend files into the proc-
ess address space, permits to access file data by
pointers and therefore by memory-related func-
tions (e.g., memcpy). Thus, the handling of file
data does not differ to that of memory-resident
data. This way texture files can be bound to an
OpenGL texture object directly. In contrast to the
virtual memory mechanism, file-memory map-
ping does not burden with the swap space,
avoiding costly writing operations.

� Texture subimages permit to reuse large textures:
Different and possibly overlapping image parts
can refer to a source texture without duplicating
its contents. For example, texture objects in
OpenGL can select parts of an image by speci-
fying row length, row offset and column offset.

Rendering Algorithm
The rendering algorithm traverses an approximation
tree recursively, calculates visual approximation er-
rors, and selects geometry patches and texture patches
based on that quality criterion.

Visual Approximation Errors

Let )(, GA ds  and ),(, TGA ds  be a geometry approxi-
mation tree and an associated texture approximation
tree. Let )(, GAN ds∈  be a geometry patch with an
approximating terrain surface NG , and let

),(, TGAM ds∈  be a texture patch, whereby
)()( NDMD ⊇ . Let NB  be the 3D axis-parallel

bounding box of NG .
Visual approximation errors can be defined if the
bounding box NB  intersects the current view volume.

If the bounding box intersects, then the point p of the
bounding box closest to the camera and inside the
view volume can be determined. The visual approxi-
mation errors are calculated as follows:
� Visual geometry approximation error: A line

segment parallel to the z-axis (the direction of
elevation) of length of the approximation error

Nε  is constructed which is centered at p. Pro-
jecting that segment onto the view plane, the vis-
ual geometry approximation error Nα  is the
length of the projected line segment measured in
pixels (see Figure 2).

� Visual texture approximation error: Determine
the width w and height h (in terrain coordinates)
of a texel of the texture patch M. Construct a
rectangle with the extension w and h parallel to
the xy-plane centered at p. Projecting that rectan-
gle onto the view plane, the visual texture ap-
proximation error Mγ  is the area of the projected
rectangle measured in pixels. Mγ  describes how
much the area of the projected rectangle differs
from a single pixel.

The visual approximation errors Nα  and Mγ  are a
measure for the visual quality of a geometry patch N
and a texture patch M. If we render the approximating
terrain surface NG , it is ensured that each of the pix-
els of NG  differs by at most Nα  pixels compared to
the original terrain G. In analogy, for the texels of the
approximating terrain texture M, we can guarantee
that the texels are sufficiently dense.

Recursive Rendering of Approximation Trees

A hybrid terrain model G together with a terrain tex-
ture T which are represented by the approximation
trees )(, GA ds  and ),(, TGA ds  is rendered recursively,
starting with the root pair ),( 00 MN . )(,0 GAN ds∈
denotes the root geometry patch and ),(,0 TGAM ds∈
the root texture patch. For a patch pair ),( MN , the
algorithm works as follows:
1. If the bounding box NB  of the current geometry

patch does not intersect the current view volume,
the recursive rendering stops at this point (hier-
archical view-volume culling).

camera view
plane

p

maximal
approximation
error

terrain

approximating
terrain

bounding box

visual geometry
approximation
error

Figure 2. Visual geometry approximation error and its
calculation.



2. Otherwise, the visual approximation errors Nα
and Mγ  are calculated. If Nα  is larger than a
user-defined geometric threshold or if Mγ  is
larger than a user-defined texture threshold, then
the rendering calls itself recursively for the child
patch pairs ),M(N ii . If M has no child texture
patches iM , M is used instead.

3. If both errors are ok, assign to M the parent tex-
ture patch MV  of M until the visual texture ap-
proximation error 

MVγ  exceeds the user-defined
texture threshold (a texture patch can always use
– by definition – the texture of its parent). The
resolution of the parent’s texture is lower but this
way we guarantee that the resolution comes
close to the user-defined texture threshold.

4. Render the approximating terrain surface NG
together with the texture determined in the pre-
vious step, and finish the recursion.

The thresholds for both errors allow the user to pri-
oritize either interactivity or visual quality. Low
thresholds lead to higher visual quality, higher
thresholds accelerate rendering. Step 3 of the algo-
rithm ensures that the selected texture patch matches
the resolution needed for projecting it onto the screen
without a visual distortion, but with as less texture
data to be processed as possible.
Gaps between two adjacent geometry patches are
possible. The gaps are at most as big as the user-
defined geometry approximation error (given in
screen pixels). To close the gaps, walls are inserted
between geometry patches of different level-of-detail.
The walls have the same texture coordinates as the
edge between the two geometry patches, so they get
colored the same way and are visually not recogniz-
able for reasonable geometry approximation errors
(commonly smaller than 4 pixels).

Implementation Issues for OpenGL
The geometry of a terrain patch can be stored in a
display list because the contents of a geometry patch
are static. Display lists accelerate rendering drasti-
cally because vertex information is already kept on
the graphics hardware side and stored in its internal

format. Furthermore, display lists are essential for
applications which should run remotely over a net-
work. In this case, geometry data has to be transferred
only once. To speed up further the rendering process,
texture switches can be minimized by grouping ge-
ometry patches along the texture patches they use. In
analogy to display lists, textures can be stored by
texture objects.
Only a part of the texture pyramid is actually required
to render a single frame. Therefore, texture patches
load their texture data on demand, spanning a sepa-
rate thread. While the texture data is being loaded, the
texture data of the parent texture patch can be used. In
this case, texture resolution is not optimal, but inter-
activity is ensured because the application is not
blocked and can use at least a reasonable approxima-
tion of the demanded texture.

Shading by Topographic Textures
In many terrain visualization systems the visual qual-
ity depends directly on the geometric resolution of the
approximating terrain due to the underlying Gouraud
shading. The vertex normals of a triangle determine
the shading of the whole triangle, leading to shading
artifacts if triangles become large or thin. For a level-
of-detail terrain model this implies that the lower the
resolution, the more topographic details get lost, and
that shading changes if the LOD-dependent geometry
changes. In our approach, the terrain shading relies on
textures.

Topographic Textures

A topographic texture is pre-calculated and applied as
regular terrain texture to the terrain model, re-
introducing topographic details that might be re-
moved during the geometric simplification process
(see Figure 3). A similar approach has been made in
the context of appearance-preserving simplification
strategies (e.g., Cignoni et al., 1998; Cohen et al.,
1998).
Terrain models shaded by topographic textures have
the following properties:
1. The visual quality of a terrain model depends on

the quality of the topographic textures because

Figure 3. Different views of a terrain model. Wire-frame (left), Gouraud-shaded (center), shaded by topographic texture (right).



they encode visually the terrain’s morphology.
2. The geometric complexity needed to achieve

high-quality images of terrain models is consid-
erably less compared to non-texture shading be-
cause topographic textures are applied pixel-
precisely.

3. The visual effects of LOD changes can be mini-
mized by topographic textures because shading
via topographic textures “hides” discontinuities
in the geometric representation during a change
in the LOD.

A topographic texture consists of luminance values
and depends on the high-resolution terrain model, the
terrain surface properties, the lighting conditions, and
on design rules. In cartography, for example, design
rules have been developed which facilitate the per-
ception of morphologically important terrain parts
such as peaks, pits, valleys and ridges. Note that the
ambient and diffuse light, which are the most impor-
tant ones for terrain shading, does not depend on the
camera settings which justifies the pre-calculation.

Generating Topographic Textures

Topographic textures can be calculated efficiently
with OpenGL. A high-resolution version of the terrain
model is rendered into a hidden frame buffer (e.g.,
back buffer or offscreen canvas) using Gouraud
shading and an orthogonal projection. Then, the con-
tents of the frame buffer are used as topographic
texture. If light conditions or terrain properties
change, the topographic texture is re-computed. In
general, the recalculation is not time-critical because
it does not occur during user interaction.
We are not limited to the lighting and shading models
provided by the underlying 3D rendering system.
Figure 4 shows an automatically generated topo-
graphic texture which takes into account self-
shadowing of a terrain model. The ambient color of a
triangle is modified in response to the result of the
shadow test.

Implementation

Since the frame buffer size is limited, we can use a
tiling process to generate large-scale topographic
textures (e.g., 4096x4096 or even larger) which is
used as input for the texture tree. Topographic texture
can be stored compactly as 2D luminance texture.
The rendering of a terrain model is accelerated using
topographic textures because lighting calculations can
be turned off, saving expensive per-vertex calcula-
tions. Low-cost 3D graphics hardware, in particular,
benefits from topographic textures because their ge-
ometry and lighting capabilities are low compared to
their texturing capabilities.

Multitexturing for Terrain Visualization
In most applications of terrain visualization, the ter-
rain models are used as 3D maps for visualizing
topographic and thematic data. Thematic texturing is
responsible for mapping application-relevant infor-
mation onto the terrain surface. In many cases, two or
more thematic textures are represented together on a
terrain surface (e.g., topographic texture, road map,
and land use information).

Applications of Multitexturing

We can extend an approximation tree by additional
texture trees, i.e., a geometry patch can be associated
with texture patches of different texture trees. The
applications of multitexturing are distinguished into
two categories:
� Combining information layers. Two or more

textures are merged visually in order to combine
the corresponding themes. The kind of merging is
specified by a 2D image operation such as
modulating, adding etc.

� Specifying visibility of information layers. A
texture can define the region and degree of visi-
bility for other textures. A visibility texture is
specified by transparency values.

It is important that each texture remains independent.
In general, the textures of several information layers
cannot be merged into one final 2D texture due to
their different domains and resolutions. In addition, it
is not be feasible to merge large-scale textures with
several hundreds of megabytes in real-time.
Furthermore, multitexturing facilitates the imple-
mentation of dynamic textures and texture-based
animations. One or more information layers can re-
calculate their texture data without affecting the tex-
tures of other layers. For example, a luminance tex-
ture implementing a highlight lens can be modified in
response to user interaction in real-time.

Example: Thematic Lenses

In Figure 5, a luminance texture is used to implement
a highlight lens which is combined with a carto-
graphic texture. The luminance texture defines low

Figure 4. Topographic texture with self-shadowing, combined
  with a cartographic texture.



luminance outside a circular region around the focus
point, and a high luminance inside that region. The
lens is used to control the visual focus in the terrain
model and can be interactively moved across the
terrain. The luminance texture needs not to be merged
again with the high-resolution cartographic texture.

Example: Thematic Animation

The multitexturing approach facilitates the animation
of thematic information. Assume we have a sequence
of texture “key frames”. During the animation, we
linearly interpolate between two consecutive texture
key frames. The interpolation is done by multitextur-
ing with appropriate weights assigned to both key
frame textures. No intermediate texture has to be
created which permits to animate even high-
resolution texture sequences.

Experimental Results
All screen shots presented in this paper have been
taken from the LandExplorer (MAM/VRS, 2000), a
prototype implementing the concepts described in
(Buziek and Döllner, 1999). The time measurements
(Figure 6) were performed on a standard PC equipped
with a 350 MHz Pentium II processor, 128 MB RAM,
Riva TNT graphics card with 16 MB graphics mem-
ory, and running Windows NT 4.0 (SP6). The win-
dow was 640 x 480 pixels large in true-color. We
used a terrain data set consisting of about 500.000
triangles (a 640x320 reference grid plus additional
fine-structures introducing about 130.000 triangles).
The original data set needs more than 5 seconds to
render without level-of-detail techniques. The size of
the topographic texture is 2500 x 5000 pixels (13 MB,
gray-scale) and the thematic texture is 3200 x 6400
pixels (62 MB, RGB) large. The method using
Gouraud shading is the slowest method, even render-
ing with two textures is almost always faster.

Conclusions
The integrated multiresolution model for terrain ge-
ometry and terrain textures facilitates the implemen-
tation of interactive terrain visualization software due
to its flexible terrain geometry representation and its
concepts for multiple texture layers. Its implementa-
tion can take advantage of recent improvements of
graphics hardware, in particular the texture capabili-
ties can be efficiently used.
The core part, the hybrid terrain model, is well suited
for real-world terrain data sets because it allows us to
integrate geometry data of different topological type
in a uniform multiresolution model that maintains the
semantics of the original data sets and supports cus-
tomized approximation strategies. In particular, the

Figure 6. Time measurements for different rendering configurations of hybrid terrain models.

Figure 5. Multiple texture layers: a luminance texture
layer, modeling a high-light lens, is superim-
posed on a cartographic texture layer.



visual quality of terrain visualizations profits from
microstructures because they have a great impact on
the perception of a terrain model. We plan to auto-
mate the extraction of microstructures from high-
resolution grids.
Multitexturing and the management of multiple tex-
ture hierarchies turned out to be essential for imple-
menting advanced visualization techniques. For ex-
ample, interactive visual tools can be implemented
based on luminance and alpha texture layers. Inde-
pendent texture layers are required to visualize time-
varying and dynamic thematic information. As a
direct application of multiple texture layers, shading
can be implemented by topographic textures improv-
ing the visual quality dramatically because they out-
wit human perception by providing detailed shading
information for a coarse, dynamic geometry. In addi-
tion, topographic texturing allows for using non-
standard shading algorithms and takes fully advantage
of accelerated texture mapping found in today's 3D
graphics hardware.
In the future, terrain visualization could benefit from
3D graphics hardware which offers sophisticated
multitexturing and permits to program the texturing
stage in the rendering pipeline.
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Appendix: Image Plates

Figure 4: Topographic texture with self-shadowing, combined with a car-
tographic texture.

Figure 5: Multiple texture layers: a luminance texture layer, modeling a high-
light lens, is superimposed on a cartographic texture layer.




